CHAPTER   SEVENTEEN
THE    TRANSVAAL
Pretoria and Johannesburg are not more than thirty
miles apart, but the thirty miles might be the Atlantic for
the difference one finds in the people of the two cities.
Johannesbourg is the rich, noisy home of millionaires, sur-
rounded by slums. In Pretoria there are touches of Chelten-
ham; there are old ladies who make needlework covers for
their chairs, who read the Cornhill and smile over English
jokes. In spite of this difference between Babylon, the city
of gold, and Cheltenham, the town of culture, their voices
were one in greeting the Prince of Wales when he came to
them from the little towns and the open country, heralded
by artillery and droning aircraft. Three hundred people, each
more than sixty-five years old, lunched with him; thirteen
thousand children sang to him, and twenty thousand natives
performed their frenzied dance before him.
The most interesting hours during this part of his journey
were those which the Prince spent with Mr. Hofmeyer, the
Administrator. Mr. Hofmeyer's Dutch blood was cooled in an
English university. He seemed to be free of old prejudices,
unvain, humorous and simple. When he spoke to the Prince
he said, "You have shown that you understand us; you have
spoken to our people in their own tongue, thus giving recog-
nition to their language. In doing so you have touched a cord
in our hearts which will continue to vibrate. We recognise
in you, sir, if I may say so, a certain kinship of character with
our own people. Ours is a simple people, big-hearted and
frank.... In you, sir, we recognise that the keynote of char-
acter is sincerity/' The Prince replied in Afrikaans and next
day he placed a wTeath of white carnations on Kruger's grave.
Then he wrent on to Johannesburg,
On his first night in the city the Prince climbed to the
roof of the Rand Club, the powerful core of the gold-mining
interests of the Transvaal. He saw rockets and fireworks—&

